Data processing Agreement
The following DPA (Data processing Agreement) is part of SEOZoom Terms and
conditions and integrates, together with the Privacy Policy, info about the use of the
personal data of the users by the SaaS platform SEOZoom managed by Seo Cube s.r.l..
Accepting the following conditions is fundamental to allow us to correctly provide our
service.
Name of the processing
Provided by
Purpose of the processing

Categories of those concerned

Categories of Personal Data

Article 8 (data involving minors)

SEOZoom Web site
Seo cube s.r.l.
The Seo Cube s.r.l. company, through the processing
"SEOZoom Web site", collects and processes the mentioned
data with the purpose of Providing the service of the
SEOZoom web site to their current or potential customers.
The Data Processor and Data Controller supervise so to
guarantee to users that data will only be processed for the
stated purpose and only for the part strictly necessary to
process. Furthermore, they commit – within the bounds of
common sense – to modify and correct all the data that in the
meantime diverged from the original, to always keep them
updated and delete those data exceeding the stated process.
 Clients
 Potential clients
 Subscribers
For the provision of the Services included in the general terms
and conditions, Seo Cube s.r.l. Will be able to process the
following Personal Data categories:
 Personal Details
 Accounting Data
 Tax Data
 Personal Data
In the "SEOZoom Web site" processing, minors' data will not be
processed.

Article 9 (health, biometric and judicial
records):

In the "SEOZoom Web site" processing, health, biometric and
judicial records are not processed

Duration of processing

Personal details identifying the Client will be stored by the
Provider for the sole Duration of the Contract and the ten years
subsequent its end for administrative and accounting reasons
defined by Law. The documents supporting the managed
activities is stored as long as necessary to the legal protection
of the Provider up until the extinction of the debarnment of
correlated rights

Place of data storage

The Provider states that the server with the exclusive access by
Seo Cube s.r.l. Are available from the Aruba s.p.a. Datacenter
located in Arezzo (AR).
Privacy policy https://www.aruba.it/informativa_arubaspa.pdf

Third-party Providers processing personal
data of the Final Client/User within
context of service

The Provider can rely on third-party providers for operations of
personal data processing correlated to the provision of services

Profiling

The processing does not involve automatic or profiling

processes
Trasfer of data of this processing

The data are not being transfered on countries outside the EU.

DATA CONTROLLER: Ivano Di Biasi (ivano@seozoom.it)
DATA PROCESSOR: Giuseppe Liguori (g.liguori@seocube.it)
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